INTRODUCTION

Gladiolus (Gladiolus x grandiflorus Hort.), Iridaceae family, is an important cut flower propagated from corms. Naturally occurring in the Mediterranean and southern Africa, the wild gladiolus includes more than 100 species (TOMBOLATO et al., 2004). In Brazil, the gladiolus has the greatest market during the All Souls Day holiday. The commercial portion of the plant is its inflorescence, a spike bearing several multi-hued florets. This herbaceous, bulbous plant has elongated and lanceolate leaves with waxy cuticles and parallel veins. With a relatively short duration cycle (65 to 120 days), low planting costs, quick financial returns and easy transportation, this cut follower crop is very attractive to growers (PAIVA et al., 1999).

Air temperature is the main meteorological variable that affects the gladiolus developmental
cycle (STRECK et al., 2012), with three cardinal temperatures, the lower base (Tb), optimum (Tot) and upper base (TB) temperatures (YAN & HUNT, 1999). The Tb and TB temperatures represent, respectively, the temperatures below and above which plant development is absent or negligible, and Tot is the temperature at which the plant development rate is at the maximum (BONHOMME, 2000).

Although the gladiolus plants are frost intolerant, they adapt well to daytime temperatures of 10-25°C and nighttime temperatures of 16-18°C; they can also endure temperatures up to 50°C provided they have optimal ranges of air and soil moisture (SHILLE & HALEVY, 1976). STRECK et al. (2012) reported a lengthening of the crop cycle at lower temperatures and reduction when the temperatures rise.

SCHWAB et al. (2015) formulated the phenological scale for gladiolus in which four phases are evident in the developmental cycle: dormancy phase, sprouting phase (from filiform roots appearance to sheaths appearance), vegetative phase (from emergence of the first leaf tip to emergence of the final leaf tip on the stem) and reproductive phase (from heading to plant senescence).

Thereafter, a developmental simulation model called PhenoGlad was built for gladiolus based on this phenological scale (UHLMANN et al., 2017). In this model, the dates of the occurrence of the developmental stages of the gladiolus are described with air temperature being the main input variable. At each developmental stage, the specific cardinal temperatures must be identified to enable the calculation of the daily development rate and thus simulate the crop cycle. Hence, identifying the cardinal temperatures becomes crucial to successfully employ this mathematical model.

Emergence is one of the most significant events that directly influence the success of annual crops; its appearance must be fast, uniform and total so that a good productive potential is reached (SOLTANI et al., 2006). During unfavorable conditions, the propagating material may be susceptible to soil pathogen attacks because of the increased exposure time, causing corm failure to sprout. Temperature variations can exert adverse effects on the speed, percentage, and uniformity of emergence. Therefore, it is important to identify the temperatures at which the efficiency of the emergence process is at its maximum, as well as the minimum and maximum extremes during which no emergence occurs.

Another practical application of knowing the cardinal temperatures is in the calculation of thermal time, in degree-day units. Thermal time implies the accumulation of favorable daily temperatures, which is a better biological time descriptor than days of the calendar time (GILMORE & ROGERS, 1958). To calculate the thermal time, several methods (ROSA et al., 2009) are available, wherein the cardinal temperatures of each developmental phase of the crop must be known. Besides, gladiolus corms experience the dormancy phase, and only on exposure to specific temperature conditions do they begin the budding phase. Estimation of the Tb is also crucial to enable the storage of the gladiolus corms under suitable temperature conditions.

The cardinal temperatures are normally determined under field conditions, at different sowing/planting times, to ensure that the plants are subjected to different thermal conditions (SOUZA & MARTINS, 2014). However, the lower base and upper base temperatures rarely occur under field conditions in southern Brazil, which predominantly experiences subtropical climate, necessitating further study in temperature-controlled environments.

From the literature 5, 25 and 35°C are the values assumed for the lower base, optimum and upper base temperatures, respectively (UHLMANN et al., 2017). Obtained from field experiments, these cardinal temperatures are noted without the influence of the other factors that may affect the accuracy of determination. Thus, determining the cardinal temperatures in a controlled environment can minimize the experimental errors and improve their estimation and, thereby, resulting in a greater accuracy of estimating the duration of the planting-emergence phase. The objective of this study was to determine the cardinal temperatures for the planting-emergence phase of gladiolus using a controlled environment experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Controlled environment experiments were performed in a phytotron growth chamber (Climamont®), with temperatures between 5 and 25°C and in a climatic chamber (Quimis®) for temperatures higher than 25°C, both having temperature and humidity control at the Plant Breeding Laboratory of the Universidade Federal do Pampa - Campus Itaqui (latitude 29°09'21.68”S and longitude 56°33’02.58” W, at 74m altitude). Air temperature inside the chambers were monitored with a digital thermometer. The experimental design was completely randomized, with 12 temperature treatments: 5°C, 7°C, 10°C, 13°C, 16°C, 18°C, 20°C, 22°C, 25°C, 30°C, 33°C, 35°C, and ten replications. A 1.7dm³ pot was used as the experimental unit.
Vernalized corms of the Amsterdam cultivar with 14 and 16 cm circumference were used. This cultivar is widely commercially used in Brazil. The corms had been stored at an average temperature of 5°C before planting. Planting was done at 10 cm depth in the pots filled with upper layer of a Plinthudult soil. Soil-filled pots were then placed in the chambers, 24 hours prior to the time the corms were planted. The soil moisture was maintained close to field capacity with irrigation, and all the pots were given the same amount of water. In all treatments, the relative humidity was kept at 80%.

Once planting was done, each pot was observed every day until day of emergence of the gladiolus plants, which was considered when buds were visible above the soil surface. Emergence date was considered when half the number of plants emerged above ground level.

For each treatment, the emergence rate (day⁻¹) was calculated as the inverse of the duration of the sprouting phase (from planting to emergence), i.e. 1 divided by the number of days when 50% emergence was visible. For each treatment, emergence rate was normalized by dividing the emergency rates by the highest emergence rate that occurred at the optimal temperature. The data ranging from 0 to 1, and it constituted the response curve of emergence rate as function of temperature [f(T)].

To the observed data, a version of the beta function used by WANG & ENGEL (1998), called WE model, with f(T) ranging from 0 to 1, was fitted. This function has the following characteristics: (1) if temperature is equal to or below the lower base temperature (Tb), or equal to or higher than the upper base temperature (TB), the function is zero, implying that no development occurs under these conditions; (2) the beta function equals to one when the temperature is equal to the optimum temperature (Topt), and has a value below one but higher than zero in the intermediate conditions. The beta version of the WE function [f(T)] is:

\[ f(T) = \begin{cases} 0, & T \leq Tb \text{ or } T \geq TB \\ 2((T - Tb)^\alpha (Topt - Tb)^{(1-\alpha)} - (T - Tb)^{1-\alpha}) / (Topt - Tb)^2, & Tb < T < TB \end{cases} \]

where \( T \), Topt, and TB are the lower base, optimum and upper base cardinal temperature for planting-emergence phase, respectively, and T is the average daily air temperature.

The temperatures at which no emergence of plants was observed in the experiments were assumed as the lower and upper base temperatures. Optimum temperature was determined by testing several Topt values in the WANG & ENGEL (1998) equation. For each optimum temperature tested (22°C, 22.5°C, 23°C, 23.5°C, 24°C, 24.5°C and 25°C), the root mean square error (RMSE) was determined according to BORGES et al. (2010):

\[ RMSE = (\sum (s_i - o_i)^2 / N)^{0.5} \]

where “s” is the estimated value, “o” is the observed value and N the number of observations. Thus, “RMSE” indicates the mean error of Topt; therefore, the lower the RMSE, the better the model fit and the greater the accuracy of the Topt simulation by the temperature function proposed by WANG & ENGEL (1998).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

No emergence of the gladiolus plants was observed at 5 and 35°C (Table 1). For 76 days the corms that were kept below 5°C showed no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>PL-EM (days)</th>
<th>Normalized emergency rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.4329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.7228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.6842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Duration of the planting-emergence phase (PL-EM) in gladiolus (Gladiolus x grandiflorus Hort.), cultivar ‘Amsterdam’, under different temperatures, with their respective normalized emergence rates.

morphological alteration. At 35°C, 30 days after planting the corms progressively degenerated without producing radicles or sprouting. SHILLO & SIMCHON (1973) also noted the lack of budding below 5°C. In the case of seeds, the slow drop in temperature affects the rates of imbibition and mobilization of reserves, which in turn results in a slowing down of the germination process (MARCOS FILHO, 2015).

In the case of reproductive propagation plant parts like sugarcane sticks, sprouting which is a biological process draws energy from the breakdown of reserves via the respiratory cycle (MAGRO et al., 2011). At temperatures below 5°C, potato (Solanum tuberosum), showed a decline in the respiratory rates, with lower rate of tuber sprouting (TAIZ & ZAIGER, 2009). BONHOMME (2000) reported that at very low temperatures specific enzymes are insufficiently flexible and; therefore, unable to effectively perform in a reaction.

UHLMANN et al. (2017) tested five thermal levels in the plantlet emergence phase of gladiolus and also reported absence of emergence at 35°C. TAIZ & ZEIGER (2009) also reported that respiration increases considerably between 0 and 30°C, and achieves the maximum between 40 and 50°C. At higher temperatures, the respiration rate drops again, because the enzymes responsible for respiration are inactivated. When exposed to temperatures higher than the optimum, the emergence rate of the gladiolus corms declines until the temperature reaches 35°C and for temperatures above this the emergence does not happen.

Elevated temperatures also decrease the cell membrane stability, causing alterations in the composition and structure, resulting in ion loss. The membrane rupture also inhibits respiration and photosynthesis as both processes rely on the enzymes and electron carriers bound to the membranes (TAIZ & ZEIGER, 2009). Therefore, the budding process of gladiolus, that is dependent on respiration, is impaired.

Between 22 and 25°C the duration of planting-emergence phase occurred much faster, within 13 days (Table 1). The lowest RMSE value occurred at 22.5°C in the WE model (Figure 1B), revealing this temperature as the optimum for the planting-emergence phase of gladiolus.

Results of this study differed from those reported by UHLMANN et al. (2017) who suggested 25°C as the optimum temperature for the phase in gladiolus under consideration. This difference is attributed to the different methodologies employed between the studies. In their study UHLMANN et al. (2017) tested only five thermal levels (5°C, 16°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C) which produced only one optimum temperature (25°C). In the case of potato (Solanum tuberosum), which also possesses an organ of vegetative propagation, the emergence phase was observed at the optimal temperature range of 22 to 25°C (MIDMORE, 1984), a finding that agrees with the results for the gladiolus corms in this study.

Figure 2 shows that when using the Topt of 22.5°C the WANG & ENGEL (1998) model showed better simulation of the temperature function when compared to using the Topt of 25°C in PhenoGlad. Thus, the best prediction of the estimated data occurred when 22.5°C optimum temperature is used.

It is crucial to identify the optimum temperature of the planting-emergence phase because emergence is regarded as the most significant isolated event that affects the annual crop production (SOLTANI, 2006). To enable quick and uniform emergence, budding must occur under near ideal environment conditions. CALLEJAS et al. (2014) reported that the respiration, photosynthesis, growth and developmental rates are dependent on temperature. Therefore, it is vitally important to know the optimum temperature at which these processes are not adversely affected.

The values of the cardinal temperatures for the planting-emergence phase in gladiolus obtained in the current study will be a good basis for improving the PhenoGlad model. Besides, by knowing the lower base temperature, corms can be stored by the producer at 5°C to prevent budding. Knowledge regarding the optimum temperature will enable the farmers to plant at the most suitable time, namely, when the planting-emergence phase takes the shortest time to complete.

CONCLUSION

The cardinal temperatures for the gladiolus planting-emergence phase are 5°C, 22.5°C and 35°C for base, optimum and maximum temperature, respectively.
Figure 1 - The root mean square error (RMSE) of the observed emergence values and estimated by the equation of WANG & ENGEL (1998) using several optimum temperatures: a = 22.0°C, b = 22.5°C, c = 23.0°C, D = 23.5°C, e = 24.0°C, f = 24.5°C, g = 25.0°C.
Figure 2 - The temperature response \([f(T)]\) for the planting-emergence phase of the gladiolus cultivar ‘Amsterdam’. Curve estimated with the equation of Wang & Engel (1998) using \(T_b = 5^\circ C\), \(T_{opt} = 22.5^\circ C\) and \(T_b = 35^\circ C\) (estimated); data recorded in the experiment at different temperatures (circles); curve estimated by the Wang & Engel (1998) equation used in the PhenoGlad model using \(T_b = 5^\circ C\), \(T_{opt} = 25^\circ C\) and \(T_b = 35^\circ C\). The beta function version used in the WE model is:

\[
f(T) = \begin{cases} 
0, & T \leq T_b \text{ or } T \geq T_b \\
\frac{2(T-T_b)^\alpha(T_{opt} - T_b)^\alpha - (T-T_b)^2\alpha}{(T_{opt}-T_b)^2\alpha}, & T_b \leq T \leq T_b
\end{cases}
\]

where \(T_b\), \(T_{opt}\), and \(T_b\) are the base, optimum, and maximum cardinal temperature for planting-emergency phase, respectively, and \(T\) is the average daily air temperature.
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